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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To exactly execute the decision of shorting

points without errors.

CONSTITUTION: This process for producing liquid crystal

display substrate
comprises forming gate line 11 groups which extend in a

direction (y) and are
juxtaposed in a direction (x) and drain line 12 groups

which are insulated from
these gate line 11 groups, extend in the direction (x) and

are juxtaposed in
the direction (y) on the liquid crystal side of at least

one transparent
substrate of the transparent substrates arranged to face
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each other via liquid
crystals. Further, the gate line 11 groups and the drain
line 12 groups are
respectively commonly connected by common gate lines and
common drain lines 12A
within the regions of the transparent substrates to be cut

and discarded in
later stages. The process described above includes an
inspection stage for
deciding shorting of the gate line 11 groups and the drain
line 12 groups by
impressing voltage between the common gate lines and the

common drain lines 12A
and detecting the gate lines 11 and drain lines 12 which
release IR rays. The
respective gate lines 11 and the respective drain lines 12

are provided with
high-resistance parts (IIR) 12R in the parts in proximity
to the respective
common gate lines and common drain lines 12A.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
daimages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the manufacture method of a liquid crystal display substrate, is the stage

which formed the so-called gate track group and the drain wire group in the liquid crystal display substrate especially, and

relates to the manufacture method of a liquid crystal display substrate that the process which inspects whether the gate line

and the drain wire short-circuit is included.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] For example, the gate track group which extends in the direction of y in the field by the side of

the liquid crystal of one transparent substrate, and is installed in the x directions, and the drain wire group which is insulated

with this gate track group, extends in the x directions, and is installed in the direction of y are formed among the transparent

substrates by which the liquid crystal display substrate of an active matrix method intervenes liquid crystal, and opposite

arrangement is carried out.

[0003] And the pixel electrode by which the switching element turned on with the scanning signal from this gate line and the

video signal from this drain wire are supplied to each field surrounded by these gates track group that cross mutually, and the

drain wire group through the aforementioned switching element is formed, and the so-called pixel is constituted.

[0004] By the way, in manufacture of the liquid crystal display substrate of such composition, inspection of whether the gate

line and the drain wire short-circuit is made in the stage which formed the gate track group and the drain wire group at least.

[0005] By this inspection, by the peripheral surface of the same transparent substrate in which the gate track group and the

drain wire group were formed, for example And the common gate line which made the field side by which cutting

abandonment is carried out at a next process make common connection of this gate track group, And while making the

common drain wire which made common connection of this drain wire group form and impressing voltage between this

common gate line and a common drain wire, the method ofjudging the existence of the gate line which emits infrared

radiation, and a drain wire with an infrared camera is learned.

[0006] Such inspection is known for example, for the JP,1-185454,A official report etc.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, it came to be pointed out that such inspection may be difficult for the

judgment of a short part.

[0008] That is, the gate line and drain wire even to a common gate line and a common drain wire from a short part would be

made into the heat source, it will heat even to other gate lines or drain wires which it reaches far and wide comparatively from

this heat source, and conducfion of heat is made easily, and adjoin, and detecting as a result the radiation zone of the infrared

radiation which was **** resulted from being difficult.

[0009] So, this invention is made based on such a situation, and some which are made into the purpose are to offer the

manufacture method of the liquid crystal display substrate which mistakes the judgment of a short part and can be performed

correctly [ there is nothing and ],

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain such a purpose, this invention consists of the following meanses.

[001 1] The gate track group which extends in the direction of y and is installed in the field by the side of the liquid crystal of

one [ at least ]
transparent substrate of the transparent substrate by which opposite arrangement is carried out through means

1 . liquid crystal side by side in the x directions, The drain wire group which is insulated with this gate track group, extends in

the X directions, and is installed in the direction of y is formed. Common connection of the aforementioned gate track group

and the drain wire group is made with a common gate line and a common drain wire, respectively in the field of the

aforementioned transparent substrate by which cutting abandonment is carried out at a next process. While impressing voltage

between the aforementioned common gate line and a common drain wire In the manufacture method of the liquid crystal

display substrate containing the inspection process which judges short-circuit with those gate lines and drain wires by

detection of the gate line and drain wire which emit infrared radiafion The portion of high resistance is prepared in the portion

close to each gate line, each common gate line of each drain wire, and a common drain wire, and it is characterized by the

bird clapper.

[0012] In the composifion of means 2. means 1 publication, at least one side consists of layered products containing a

transparent conductive layer among a gate line and a drain wire, and it is characterized by the portion of the aforementioned
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quantity resistance having one layer structure of only the aforementioned transparent conductive layer.

[0013]

[Function] According to the composition of means 1 publication, as usual, when short-circuit exists between a certain gate

lines and drain wires, the drain wire which results in the gate line and common drain wire which result in a common gate line

from the short part will generate heat by the Joule's heat, and will emit infrared radiation.

[0014] The aforementioned short part can be judged now by detecting this infrared radiation with an infrared camera etc.

[0015] However, the portion of high resistance of this gate line and especially the portion of high resistance of a drain wire

generate heat in this case, the radiant quantities of the infrared radiation from the portion here also increase, and the check of

the gate line and drain wire which it is going to detect becomes very easy.

[0016] Therefore, conventionally, it will heat even to the gate line or drain wire which it reaches far and wide comparatively

from a heat source, and conduction of heat is made easily, and adjoins, and the evil in which it is difficult to detect as a result

the radiation zone of the infrared radiation which was **** can be removed now.

[0017] For this reason, the judgment of a short part can be mistaken and can be performed now correctly [ there is nothing

and ].

[0018] Moreover, since it can form by the pattern which cuts the other-materials layer except a transparent conductive layer in

the portion of this high resistance among layered products according to the composition of means 2 publication, a

manufacture man day can be considered as as [ conventional ], and can be formed.

[0019]

[Example] Drawing 2 is the plan showing one glass substrate among the glass substrates by which opposite arrangement was

carried out through liquid crystal, and shows the glass substrate in one process of the manufacture process.

[0020] There is a glass substrate 10 in this drawing. The gate track group which consists of a gate line 1 1 which extended in

the X in drawing direction in the main front face of this glass substrate 10, and was installed in the direction of y is formed.

Each gate line 1 1 which constitutes this gate track group is formed from the sequential layered product of for example,

aluminum layer and an ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) layer.

[0021] Moreover, the drain wire group which consists of a drain wire 12 which extended in the direction of y as intersected

this gate track group, and was installed in the x directions is formed. Each drain wire 12 which constitutes this drain wire

group is also formed from the sequential layered product of aluminum layer and an ITO layer.

[0022] Each gate line 1 1 and each drain wire 12 are insulated with a layer insulation film (not shown), respectively, and these

are not connected mutually.

[0023] And the switching element 13 turned on with the scanning signal from the gate line 1 1 and the pixel electrode 14 to

which the video signal from a drain wire 12 is supplied through the aforementioned switching element 13 are formed in the

field surrounded with each [ these ] gate line 1 1 and a drain wire 12.

[0024] After a switching element 13 consists ofTFT (TFT), and the gate electrode is formed at the same process as the gate

line 1 1, for example, a gate insulator layer is formed at the same process as the aforementioned layer insulation film and a

semiconductor layer (Poly-Si) is formed frirther, the source and a drain electrode are formed at the same process as a drain

wire 12.

[0025] Moreover, the pixel electrode 14 is formed at the same process as the ITO layer which consists of ITO layers, for

example, constitutes the drain layer 12.

[0026] And the glass substrate IQwith which such surface treatment was made is equipped with field lOA (way outside the

frame shown by the dottedTihe5'bywhich cutting"abandonment^jcaffied out at a next process in the peripheiy^and the gate

line 1 1 and the drain wire 12 are e>trenTted"and connectedevenJo_^^m^ 1 1A M^^mon drain wuTTlA which

were formed in this field, respectively. —
"

'

[0027] In addition, in this example, common drain wire 12A is formed in each of the x direction side, and each drain wire 12

is alternately connected to each common drain wire 12A.

[0028] Here, high resistance section 1 IR used as high resistance is formed especially in the portion close to this common gate

line 1 lA in each gate line 1 1 connected to common gate line 1 lA. High resistance secfion 12R used as high resistance is

formed especially in the portion which similarly approaches this common drain wire 12A in each drain wire 12 connected to

each common drain wire 12A.

[0029] These quantities resistance sections i IR and 12R are formed only in the ITO layer with a comparatively big area, as

shown in drawing 1 which expanded high resistance section 12R in the portion of a drain wire 12.

[0030] This ITO layer is formed in one with the ITO layer which constitutes the drain wire 12 which consists of a layered

product, and as shown below, it is manufactured.

[003 1] That is, in case a drain wire 12 is formed, the ITO layer which forms aluminum layer by the pattern cut in the portion

of the aforementioned quantity resistance section first, is made to carry out a laminating to aluminum layer, and is formed

further is formed by the pattern which enlarged area comparatively in the portion of the aforementioned quantity resistance

section 12R.

[0032] In this case, although the pattern of the high resistance section 12 may be what configuration, it comes to do so the

effect that the recognition which understood infrared radiation like the after-mentioned becomes easy, by considering as a

special configuration, as shown in drawing.

[0033] In addition, in drawing, the layer insulation film 15 is arranged at the intersection of the gate line 1 1 and a drain wire

12, and short-circuit may arise between the gate line 1 1 and a drain wire 12 by the pinhole formed in this layer insulation film
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^ [0034] Next, in the liquid crystal display substrate constituted in this way, inspection ofwhether short-circuit is between a

gate line and a drain wire is explained.

[0035] First, this inspection impresses voltage by making Probes 20A and 20B contact common gate line 1 1A and common

drain wire 12A, respectiveiy, as shown in drawing 1 .

[0036] This will occur in high resistance section 1 IR of the gate line 1 1 by which especially the Joule's heat produced by the

flow of current serves as high resistance, and high resistance section 12R of a drain wire 12, when short-circuit is made

through the layer insulation film between the gate lines 1 1 and drain wires 12 which are shown especially in drawing 3 .
For

this reason, in each [ these ] high resistance sections 11R and 12R, radiation of infrared radiation becomes remarkable.

[0037] And this liquid crystal display substrate is picturized with the infrared camera which is not illustrated, and the image

information by which the output was digitized is stored in a frame memory 30 as shown in drawing 4 .

[0038] As for the information stored in the frame memory 30, the information on high brightness is stored in the address (xO,

yO) corresponding to the position of the aforementioned quantity resistance sections 1 IR and 12R to which infrared radiation

was emitted.

[0039] And while taking out the signal which adds what were installed in the x directions and shown in this drawing (b), the

signal which adds what were installed in the direction of y, and is shown in this drawing (c) is taken out from the information

on this frame memory 30.

[0040] While each of these signals are inputted into a shift register and detecting the peak point, the address (xO, yO) of the

aforementioned frame memory in the peak point is detected.

[0041] This address (xO, yO) corresponds to the position of the intersection of the gate line 1 1 of drawing 3 , and a drain wire

12, and it comes to be judged that short-circuit has arisen in this point,

[0042] Thus, according to the manufacture method of the constituted liquid crystal display substrate, the check of the gate line

1 1 and drain wire 12 which the portion of high resistance section 1 IR of the gate line 1 1 and especially the portion of high

resistance section 12R of a drain wire 12 generate heat, and the radiant quantities of the infrared radiation from the portion

here also increase, for example, it is going to detect with an infrared camera becomes very easy.

[0043] Therefore, conventionally, it will heat even to the gate line or drain wire which it reaches far and wide comparatively

from a heat source, and conduction of heat is made easily, and adjoins, and the evil in which it is difficult to detect as a result

the radiation zone of the infrared radiation which was **** can be removed now.

[0044] If the example mentioned above explains, it will be lost that it will become gently-sloping as the peak of each signal

shown in drawing 4 (b) and (c) comes to appear vividly and was looked at by the former.

[0045] For this reason, the judgment of a short part can be mistaken and can be performed now correctly [ there is nothing

and].

[0046] Moreover, since the high resistance sections 1 IR and 12R are formed by the pattern which cuts the other-materials

layer except a transparent conductive layer in the portion of this high resistance among layered products, they can consider a

manufacture man day as as [ conventional ], and can form it.

[0047]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the manufacture method of the liquid crystal display substrate by this invention, in

short inspection with the gate line and drain wire, the judgment of a short part can be mistaken and can be performed now

correctly [ there is nothing and ] so that clearly from having explained above.

[Translation done.]


